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AGRARIAN RUINS
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an investigation into the architectural value of agrarian ruins and
aims to begin to communicate those through architectural drawing. In the 21st century, ruin obsession is increasingly aimed at ruins of a more recent time, often that
of the dying industrial city. This study shares in the impatience and enthusiasm for
ruins of the culture we live in and has turned to the ruins of abandoned farm buildings. Consequently, this has studied the potential values offered by barns, sheds, and
chicken coupes, alike. This was accomplished first through countryside tours from locals in Gosper County, followed by solo site visits after getting their stories, locations,
and permissions for exploration. Here lies a diverse number of architectural qualities
to be experienced and gained as it was attempted to document them. Impossible
to describe with words, and still falling short with photographs, this thesis turned
to drawing and collage techniques to communicate the potential values offered by
these agrarian ruins.
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ROLES OF RUINS IN
ARCHITECTURE

This was not undertaken this with any intention of studying these ruins because of their particular time period or location to be any more valuable than another place and time. I find
my true passion to be in the ruins of architecture, However I find the ruins of any buildings
to be equally as compelling and have chosen to pursue discovery of architectural values in
these. I knew that these are what was going to be accessible to me in a considerable quantity. After a few “tours” I felt I had a substantial amount of material to build a thesis upon.
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Understanding the use of ruins and agrarian structures in architecture for this thesis
begins at the end of the Renaissance and just before the Romantic time periods took place
in Italy, particularly with Borromini. Francesco Borromini had studied the masonry of the
Connochia at Capula, a centuries old Mausoleum with brickwork techniques that allowed
him to achieve his desired forms and dome at Sant’ Andrea delle Fratte.
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Understanding How the ruins of Rome and Hadrian’s Villa influenced other became
particulalry important, especially with Louis Kahn and Piranei. The ways in which people
were used or completeley removed to manipulate a reading of depth and time. The same is
true when dealing with form and materiality.
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Additionally, there was investigation of Claude Parent and Paul Virilio’s use of the
abandoned and ruined German bunkers along the Atlantic in France where their expression of the bunker was used in Sant-Bernadette-du-Banlay to achieve their ‘function of the
Oblique” and movement away from flat planes and square edges. Again form, time, and
materiality becoming a vital part of the reading of these.
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Others examples I looked to were Jean Louis Deprez’s so-called accurate depiction of
the Temple of Isis found at Pompeii, in which rendering he still felt compelled to dramatize
with a nightime sacrifice. Also Carlo Fontana’s proposal for a church to be installed in the
floor of the now unused and ruined Colosseum.
For agrian design, an example taken into consideration was Cluade LeDoux’s introduction of a new layout reaching for a more utiopian community and introduction of monumental characteristics into the everyday building.
Another was Charles Moore’s house and how his use of rural building elements into
his house was drawing from Edwin Lutyens.
There is an interest in the American ruin today that is probably most evident in the
obsessive internet posting and documentation of once industrial cities that are rapidly dying
in the Rust Belt, most notoriously Detriot.
Current thoughts on our reading of ruins from the ealry twentieth century today is a
analysis is postitioned around the industrial ruins of the Soviet Union and the industrial ruins
of the rust belt. I am taking the position that the agrarian ruins I have investigated maintain
the same relation ship with the public that these industrial ruins do.
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AGRARIAN RUIN DOCUMENTATION

Shortly after the turn of the century, and well before start of The Great War, Harold LaVene’s
parents took the house of the family farm, and with a team of horses, moved their settlement
a few miles to the top of a “hill” in south central Nebraska. Only a couple of decades later,
Harold himself would capitalize on the potential of what was now his family farm.
This is no more visible than in the construction of what would appear to be a two-story white
mansion, proudly situated less than thirty feet from the two room he’d have grown up in. The
proof was not just in it sheer size, but the reputations the locals keep alive to this day. The
Saturday night barn party stories still live on along with it being one of the first houses in this
region of the state to be equipped with plumbing. The outhouse is the only building that has
gone without a trace.
Sadly, the the farm started to go along with the passing of Harold. Not a building left is
standing completely upright. The once magnificent white house is the sole structure left
somewhat intact, and thankfully so, as the last member of the next generation still rummages
around it, just as his dog does what is left of the chicken coop, and cattle in the pasture with
the barn.
Nearly all stories ofthe rural ruin such as these, seem to follow a similar tale, thriving and essentially dying all within a generation. This has been a visual exploration and expression of
what is left of these structures in their wondrous state of decay as they exist today.
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RUIN INTERPRETATION
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Besides photos, material gathering, and documentation, sketches became central to
spending time with the architectural qualities of the ruins. Tracing fragments of prints of Piranesi’s etchings as a way to spend time with the ruins trying to understand their qualities and
begin to capture them. Every line was drawn with a Staedtler pigment liner at 0.3 pigment
pen.
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Pictured to the left are rough field sketches done in the physical presence of these ruins.
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RUIN QUALITIES IN SKETCH

This thesis been spent looking at these structures, captivated by them, figuring out what sort
of values they have to offer to the field of architecture.
These ruins are not and have never been architecture. Architecture is more than mere building. Describing architecture as “vernacular” opens up the field to be dangerously inclusive
of all building. When all buildings are regarded as special, none of them are, and when
architecture and building are one in the same, I believe that architecture has disappeared.
These buildings still hold these architectural values and qualities worth studying, that is what
I have pursued and hopefully communicated with these as architectural drawing. The Agrarian ruin, as I have seen it, is not architecture and doesn’t need to be labeled as such to hold
the values that they do.
Following reflection of understanding roles of the ruin in architectural history, I would offer
that the power of these Agrarian ruins lies in their potentials.
The potentials that I have so far come to understand are what I have been able to experience while exploring what is left of these.
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These potentials are:
The aesthetic beauty
The monumental
The isolated
The ultimate power of nature over man
The fantastical
The nostalgic
In utility
In blemish
In hazard
Of neglected
Of Materiality
Of light/shadow
Of solid/void
Of rhythm
Of Time
Of Weathering
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I have attempted to capture these qualities experienced specifically as black and
white hand drawing, as it has proven to be my clearest form of communication, forcing
choice on what I am representing of the ruins qualities. Consequently, only allowing the
viewer to create assumptions and read within that context.
What has motivated the original sketches was the sense of seclusion and aloneness
offered at these places. The moments of peace and silence from the minute the pickup engine stopped to when it started again. Impressions of their dominance, and in some cases
disappearance into their landscape. And most importantly, the vacancy of the site, my only
companion being the skunk whose barn I was obviously trespassing on.
What motivated the collage of the drawings was the complete experience of a site
visit. The overwhelming amount of impossible and unconventional angles created in what
is left of the timber construction, and the way the light interacts with the now half-gone roof
conditions. Additionally, the sketches alone weren’t doing enough to communicate the scale
of these as they became approached and moved through. In these large elevations i my
desire to communicate the the mesmerization that overcame me in the presence of these
Agrarian Ruins.
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RUIN QUALITIES IN COLLAGE
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